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Abstract

This paper describes an approach to detect distinct user sessions from
the logs of a particular search engine. We present our work by describing
the proposed algorithm and some interesting usage patterns that were
detected. Some pitfalls of our approach are also noted. Finally, we give
some insights on how web log mining could be exploited in other areas
such as semantic relation extraction or query expansion.

1 Introduction

Web search engine query logs have proven to be a rich source of information
for improving information retrieval. By analyzing the user’s query logs, we can
characterize user’s behaviors and search strategies used to perform a specific
search. We can also evauate the qualitiy of the results given by the search
engine, by analysing the user’s interaction with the presented results. Other
areas of application range from web pre-fetching and caching, website design
and organization, or web personalization and recommendation (for details on
these and other application refer to [ZLZ03]).

Previous research on this field was done on query logs from global (mainly
English) search engines such as AltaVista1 (e.g. [SHMM98]) or Excite2 (e.g.[SK04],
[JSBS98]). These works have a general focus, reporting statistics about the av-
erage number of words per query, how many queries are included in a user
session, the time length of a query session, the most common queries, etc.

In this paper, we analyze a 6-month period query log of tumba!, a Portuguese
search engine [Sil03]. These logs recorded all the user’s interaction made to
the tumba! ’s web server, allowing such study. More, since tumba! is a search
engine specially crafted for the Portuguese community, these logs may be of
interest on areas such as social or cultural characterization. The logs are freely
available to the research community, through Linguateca’s portal (http://www.
linguateca.pt).

To the best of our knowledge we know only of one other effort dealing with
Portuguese, and that is the work of [AA03]. But due to the difficulty they found
in obtaining web server logs from commercial search sites their study focused

1www.altavista.com
2www.excite.com
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on queries logs generated by the users themselves. They emailed 440 people
from a computer science department in a Brazilian University asking them to
keep track of their queries during a one month period. Their study seems to
be more concentrated on the use of using natural language queries and not so
focused on studying how the users of a Portuguese web search engine staisfy
their information needs.

This paper is organized in the following manner: in the next section we
briefly overview some previous work in the field of web log mining (mostly in
englsh). Section 3 overviews the portuguese search engine used in this study;
tumba!....

2 Related work

Research focusing on query logs began with the release of the first logs by the big
search engines of that time, Altavista and Excite. The first query log released by
Excite? contained 51,473 queries from a particular day in March 1997. Later, a
larger query log was supplied, containing over 1 million queries from a particular
day in December 1999, by who?. The genesis of this new query log effectively
acknowledges that the initial log was a sample too small to work on [Koh03].
In both cases, the entries in the log included the following three fields:

• Time — measured in hours, minutes, and seconds, starting from midnight
of the day in which the log was taken.

• User Identification — an anonymous user code assigned by the Excite
server.

• Query Terms — exactly as entered by the user.

An extra field, Number of pages viewed, was added to the 1999 version. This
field counts the number of pages containing 10 web sites viewed by the user
[SO00].

As far as we now, regarding the Portuguese language, we can cite the work
done by Aires et al [AA03]. The authors of this first study didn’t have access to
web server logs from commercial search sites, so their work focused on queries
logs generated by the users themselves. They emailed 440 people from a com-
puter science department in a Brazilian University, asking them to keep track
of their queries during a one month period. Their aim was more focused on
the use of Natural Language to formulate queries, and not in characterizing the
Portuguese user’s habits on satisfying their information needs on the web.

The first version of the query log contained 51,473 queries from a particular
day in March 1997. Later, in 1999, a larger query log was supplied containing
over 1 million queries from a particular day in December. The genisis of this
new query log effectively acknowledges that the initial log was too small of a
sample to study [Koh03]. In both cases the entries in the log contain the three
fields:

• Time of Day — measured in hours, minutes, and seconds from midnight
of the day in which the log was taken.

• User Identification — an anonymous user code assigned by the Excite
server.
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• Query Terms — exactly as entered by the given user.

An extra field was added to the 1999 version and was called Number of pages
viewed, this field counts the number of pages containing 10 web sites viewed by
the user [SO00].

3 The tumba! search engine

tumba! is a web search engine dedicated to the Portuguese community. tumba!
differs from previous search engine in the sense that it tries to restrict its index
to portuguese documents3. See [Sil03] for a detailed explanation of tumba!.

3.1 Query Log

The content of a search engine’s web server log depends on the server and its
settings. The log’s entries can be simple or complex and presented in different
forms. But, in general, we can usually find the following items [ZLZ03]:

• time and date of transaction

• name and size of the file sent

• IP address to which the file was sent

• how the file was sent

• possible link that led to that page

• information about the browser

• transmission results

tumba! was designed to record not only the user’s queries, but also the
interactions made by the user to the results page. This is done by redirecting
all links from the results page to tumba! ’s web server. When the user clicks
on any link, it actually redirects the client browser to tumba!, that records
the action and then redirects to the corresponding URL. This allows tumba! to
collect all necessary information to analyze and evaluate tumba’s results against
the user’s choices.

Although a the web query log is huge repository user interaction it is still
incomplete and insufficient for accurate data mining. The server log does not
record those user requests when a backtrack or a proxy server is used to retrieve
a page due to local caching and proxy caching. Another interesting note on
proxy servers is that act as a mediator between the client browser and the
actual server holding the desired information. As such a proxy server may
cause multiple users, using the same proxy, to appear in the web server log as
one user. This is obviously a serious problem for user session detection.

3note that this poses an interesting challenge as one has to distinguish documents written
in european portuguese from those written in brazilian portuguese.
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127.0.0.1 - - [01/Oct/2003:00:00:07 +0100] "GET /pesquisa?lang=pt&index=sidra&
terms=netmeeting HTTP/1.1" 200 19923 "http://www.tumba.pt/" "Mozilla/4.0
(compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)"

Figure 1: An entry example of tumba! ’s log.

4 Data Preparation

As is common in most data mining scenarios a data preparations phase is needed
in order to clean the data rendering it simpler in form (usually tabular) facil-
itating the use of statistical techniques. Though the information extraction
techniques employed here are not really statistical the query log still needed to
be cleaned and prepared for futher processing. The portal that tumba! presents
supplies many diferent services4 to its’ users, since we are only interested in
the searching service all entries relevant to other services were removed from
the raw query log. We are able to do this filtering because a specific module
(Java Servlet) takes care of the search request, as such all we have to do is scan
through the log and consider all entries that do reference this module. Looking
at figure 5 we know it refers to a search because the servlet pesquisa is being
invoked. Another aspect that has to be considered are null search queries, that
is queries without search terms. This may correspond to situations where users
simply click on the search button without entering any query terms. As a result
os the above processing we decresead the number of intial entries in the log from
1150304 entries to 1136749. Note that these still contain 678126 entries regard-
ing the redirect mechanism that tumba! uses, in other words only 458623 entries
of the raw log actually correspond to search queries. After the data preparation
phase each entry is transfomed into a more user friendly format shown in figure
2.

Servlet pesquisa, IP 213.13.227.218, Date 1064962807296, Terms netmeeting,
Language pt, Index sidra, Agent Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1)

Figure 2: A cleaned entry example of tumba! ’s log.

5 Sessions

In the present work we consider a session to be a period of sustained Web
activity by a user against a given search engine, in order fulfill an information
need. This definition is also encountered in [Dav04].

Analysing user sessions has been a strategy followed by many researchers
with the goal of obtaining better insights on how users interact with search
engines (e.g. [Dav04], [BD97] , [JSBS98], [HG00] and [SCGJ98]). The first
question to arise when dealing with server side logs is: How do we detect distinct
users sessions?

4Besides the obvious searching capability tumba! also provides other services such as
spellchecking or user support.
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Previous work in detecting session boundaries has relied on heuristics to
group log entries into different sessions, where each entry belongs to a single
session. We can find several work in the literature fnding user sessions, using
the Excite server logs ([HG00], [SCGJ98], [JSBS98], [SO00] and [SOL04]). The
study presented in [HG00] considers a session to be a set of interactions with
the same user ID and within a given time threshold between adjacent activities.
Apparently, this seems like a good strategy but it is not clear from the literature
how the Excite engine assigns the anonymous user IDs, which is crucial to
correctly determine the sessions.

5.1 Session Identification

In our study, we aim to detect user sessions from tumba! query logs, allowing us
to conduct further studies. In our approach we used the following information
from the entries:

• QueryID

• Agent

• IP Address

• Date

• Query Terms

The QueryID is an ID variable assigned by tumba! to all new queries.
This ID sticks through the user’s interactions, allowing us to relate the user’s
interactions since its initial query. The reader might ask at this point why all
this session detection work, since the QueryID is available on tumba’s query
logs. The QueryID variable is kept only when a user follows one of the links
suggested by the search engine; in other words, if the user reformulates his
query, the previous QueryID assignment is lost. Althought not fully reliable,
the QueryID variable has proven to be useful in particular situations, such as
IP address changes of the information seeker between two consecutive requests.

Consider the example given by figure 3.

aaa.bb.cc.45 [... 11:31:17 ...] "...terms=treino+cao HTTP/" ...
aaa.bb.cc.45 [... 11:31:34 ...] "...query id=1065004276040&terms=treino+cao HTTP/"
aaa.bb.cc.45 [... 11:34:28 ...] "...query id=1065004276040&terms=treino+cao HTTP/"
aaa.bb.cc.46 [... 11:34:42 ...] "...query id=1065004276040&terms=treino+cao HTTP/"

Figure 3: A session example of Tumba! ’s log, with different IP addresses.

Figure 3 is an excerpt of a session detected by an evidenced QueryID. Some
fields were removed in order to simplify observation, and the IP address was
masked in order to preserve the users’ anonymity. The user issued the query
treino+cao (training+dog) and, afterwards, followed three links suggested by
tumba!. Strangely though, the last entry contains a different IP address. Though
these situations are very rare, we think they might be caused by users with
unstable internet connections, or by ISPs with more than one gateway and/or
proxies.
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Our log analyzer starts with an empty list of sessions and as it processes
each entry it tries to find the best session to include the current entry in. If no
such session may be found it then creates a new session and adds the current
entry. The difficult part is knowing when to add an entry to an already existing
session, in some cases this can easily be answered by analyzing the QueryID.
But a QueryID is only assigned when a user follows one of the links suggested
by the search engine. In other words, if the user reformulates his query, the
previous QueryID assignment is lost. Nonetheless, the QueryID variable has
proven to be useful in situations where the IP address of the information seeker
changes between two consecutive requests. Consider the example of figure 3.

When a QueryID is not present in the entry, this corresponds to a new
query or a reformulation of a previous query. In the former, the query request
indicates the beginning of a new session, and in the latter the query request
should be considered part of an ongoing session. We distinguish between these
two situations by using a set of heuristics. We consider an entry to belong to
an ongoing session if the following rules are true:

• The session and the entry are using the same Agent;

• The session and the entry are using the same IP address;

• The time interval between the sessions’ last entry and the current entry is
below a predefined threshold;

• At least one term used in the session overlaps with the terms used in the
entry.

Our algorithm is outlined in figure 4. It is important to emphasize that all
loops in the given algorithm are processed from the most recently created session
to the oldest. Transversing the list of sessions in this order favors recent sessions,
in the eventuality that more than one session satisfies the given conditions. After
assigning the entry into a session, we free up memory with sessions that haven’t
been updated during a predefined time interval (we used an interval of 60 mins).
Accordingly, the algorithm iterates through the list of sessions and removes the
sessions that have expired.

A manual analysis of the obtained sessions reveal that some expired sessions
could in fact correspond to the initial queries of still active sessions, but due
to user query reformulations, our algorithm was not able to relate such sessions
until the point of expiration. Consider the example given by figure 5:

From figure 5 we observe that the user starts by issuing the query sumos
(fruit juice). Then, the second entry reports that the user followed a suggested
link, which was repeating the query to a specific domain. We know the user
followed a link and did not re-formulate the query himself because a QueryID
is present. The absence of the same QueryID in the third entry suggests either
a reformulation of the previous information need, or an actual new query.

Whether the query reformulation or the new query was motivated by the
lack of relevant results, or perhaps the snippets of the result sets helped the
user to use different terms to define its information need, or even if the initial
information need changed, are all interesting subjects beyond the scope of this
paper. Yet, since the term compal refers to a Portuguese fruit juice company,
we can infer that there is a semantic link between these queries, as they come
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for each entry in logs
if hasQueryID(entry) then

for each session in sessions
if haveSameQueryID(session, entry) then

addTo(entry, session)
endif

endfor
else

for each session in sessions
if useSameAgent(session, entry) and haveSameIP(session, entry)
and haveSimilarTerms(session, entry)
and areChronologicallyNear(session, entry)

addTo(entry, session)
endif

endfor
endif

if noSuitableSessionFound(entry) then
createNewSession(entry)

endif

for each session1 in sessions
if hasExpired(session1) then

remove(session1)
for each session2 in sessions

if canBeHeader(session1, session2) then
addAsHeader(session1, session2)

endif
endfor

endif
endfor

endfor

Figure 4: Algorithm for session detection.

aaa.bb.cc.9 [... 11:45:10 ...] "...terms=sumos HTTP/1.1" ...
aaa.bb.cc.9 [... 11:45:30 ...] "...terms=site:www.dgcc.pt+sumos&queryid=1065005104
aaa.bb.cc.9 [... 11:47:49 ...] "...terms=compal HTTP/1.1" ...
aaa.bb.cc.9 [... 11:48:43 ...] "...terms=compal sumos HTTP/1.1" ...

Figure 5: A session example from Tumba! ’s log, featuring a query reformulation

from the same IP and same user agent (and very likely from the same user),
which belong to the same concept that the user intended to translate through
two different queries. Nevertheless, our term similarity metric only takes into
account morphological similarities and, at this point, can not infer the semantic
relation between sumos and compal. Our naive similarity metric stems the query
terms in each entry and then looks for overlaps between queries; if an overlap
exists, then we assume that there is a similarity. In the given example our
algorithm will first consider that entry 3 is the beginning of a new session, and
that entry 4 will be assigned to the most recent session that satisfies the given
conditions. Consequently, the algorithm considers the first two entries to form
a session and the last two to form another session.

Though we can never be absolutely sure, it seems reasonable to consider the
above entries as being part of the same session. As such, before removing a
session from the list of active sessions, we verify if the session in question can
in fact be the beginning of another. We do this by matching the terms of both
sessions. If terms overlap and all other constraints are satisfied, we merge the
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avaliação carro avaliação automovel carro and automovel are co-hyponym
construir instrumentos de musica fabricar instrumentos de musica construir and fabricar are co-hyponyms

misturas para aves misturas para periquitos periquito is hyponym of ave
tricot coser malhas tricot can de defined as coser malha

bonecos desenho animados bonecos and desenhos aniamdos are co-hyponyms
purificadores agua filtros agua purificador and filtro are co-hyponyms

pensões porto residenciais porto pensão and residencial are co-hyponyms

Table 1: Example of extractable semantic links from sessions.

two sessions. So after removing session 1 from the list of active sessions we check
if it can be part of another. In this case we find that it can belong to session
2. At this point we merge the two and keep session 2 active and ignore session
1. This mechanism allows us merge semantically related queries on the basis of
morphological similarity. We found that out of the 235.713 sessions we identified,
3.759 were the result of these types of merges. Note that the actual operation
of merging sessions occurred 4.187 times, indicating that several sessions were
merged into a unique single session. We manually inspected the merged sessions
and found that these in fact made much sense, though it should be noted that
the evaluation at this level is very subjective.

5.2 Extracting Semantic Information

After regrouping entries into sessions, one can leap to greater challenges such as
the extraction of semantic links between query terms in the same session. The
example presented in the previous section establishing a link between sumos and
compal is paradigmatic of the type of mining that can be performed. Although
the specific relation type can not be inferred directly from the logs, we still feel
that this information is useful, especially if one imagines a following processing
stage where we are able to analyze the pages that are viewed as a result of a
query and possibly extract the specific relation.

During manual inspection of the generated sessions we found some inter-
esting links between queries belonging to the same session. For example the
following group of queries, where each group is made up of queries belonging
to the same session, can be mined to extract different types of semantic links.
Some of the links are presented in table 1. Note that in many of the situa-
tions identified as co-hyponyms one could consider the terms in question to be
synonyms, by defining relations in this manner we are adhering to the view of
string polysemy as presented in Lakoff et al. [LJ03].

5.3 Using logs for query expansion

Eu vou pegar no trabalho dos chineses [CUI02] e vou ver se posso fazer o mesmo
com os logs do tumba! de 2005. Pode ser que consiga bons termos de expanão, e
poso dedicar dois parágrafos ao trabalho e citar o futuro artigo do CLEF 2006.

6 Session Statistics

Using the above identification scheme, analysis of the tumba! query log, con-
taining 1150304 entries, yielded 235713 different user sessions. Each entry can
be fit into one of two orthogonal categories:
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Sessions Pattern
60611 UserQ
20221 UserQ:0
14702 UserQ:UserQ
5559 UserQ:1
5018 UserQ:UserQ:UserQ
3254 UserQ:2
2345 UserQ:hit 2
2324 UserQ:3
2057 UserQ:UserQ:0
2014 UserQ:UserQ:UserQ:UserQ
1734 UserQ:4
1559 UserQ:0:UserQ
1515 UserQ:5
1399 UserQ:seta frente 0
1308 UserQ:0:1
1210 UserQ:6
1147 UserQ:9
1055 UserQ:7
1038 UserQ:8

Table 2: Most frequently occuring session patterns.

• User Query — Corresponds to the situation where the user inputs terms
into the search field, thus either initiating a new session or modifying
previous query in an ongoing session. These situations are marked using
the symbol UserQ in the rest of our study.

• Link Request — Corresponds to situations where the user follows one of
the links suggested in the results page. These situations can represented
ina varitey of ways; they can be represented using a cardinal number
(e.g. 0, which means that the user viewed the first result suggested) or an
alphanumeric symbol (e.g. hit 2, which means that the user viewed the
second page of results). We’ll explain new symbols as we encounter them
throught out the text.

Having the sessions identified the first thing we wanted to know is how well
does the tumba! search engine correspond to its users needs. We can estimate
this value by counting the number of times users view top-ranked pages and
terminate their session without issuing many queries. We argue that users cease
their session either when they have found what they are looking for or when
they give up on their search. In table 2 we can see the most frequently occuring
session patterns; it seems that the most frequent action is that of just sending
a single query without further interaction, a situation which has already been
observed in previous research ([SCGJ98], see Table 6). We see that the second
top ranked pattern corresponds to the situation where the user submits a query
and then views the first result without further issuing another query. We believe
that sessions that terminate with a link request correspond to instances where
the users information need was satisfied.

In average each session lasted approximately 6,3 min.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
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